United States

All the words listed are hidden vertically, horizontally or diagonally—in both directions. The letters that remain unused form a sentence from left to right.

OKLAHOMA MONTANA
THEN WISCONSIN
VAMEARCRGOAIC
IALKDBOSGEMRPN
RRMARYLANDRIOE
GBVNSOAIMAOEZBW
IELSRKMNDAYVOAJ
NRDAEOAINDIANA
IHDYSGRSROIAAVR
AOEWIODCFIROMS
ADMHLOEIRSIGAEE
OECEFGXVIESPRUY
CICIEUEUAMEAKHR
MSLCMHOOANWTAAN
ALDWSLAIRALWNOR
IAEWHOWALGASSBO
NNKROYWENIIRANII
EDNFLODRIENASCE

ALABAMA
ALASKA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
COLORADO
DELAWARE
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
HAWAII
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
KANSAS
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MARYLAND
MICHIGAN
MONTANA
NEVADA
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
RHODE ISLAND
VERMONT
VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN
WYOMING

CHANGE ONE

Change one letter in each of these two words to form a common two-word phrase. Example: HAT DOT. Answer: HOT DOG

Twitch in